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Abstract
The protein corona is widely recognized as a key concept in contemporary nanomedicine. In recent years, the interest in the protein corona has reached new heights as a number of reports have suggested that a comprehensive protein corona can form around nanomaterials that previously were thought to be resistant to protein binding. For example, PEGylated stealth liposomes were long thought to be protein repellent, but a number of recent studies have found that a significant protein corona forms around such liposomes in the bloodstream. Prompted by these surprising recent findings, we here present an extensive quantitative study of the binding of blood proteins to standard PEGylated stealth liposomes. To make the study relevant for targeted as well as non-targeted drug delivery systems, the liposomes were prepared both with and without a targeting antibody conjugated to their surface. The prepared liposomes were either incubated \textit{in vitro} in fetal bovine serum or administered \textit{in vivo} into the bloodstream of mice. Subsequently, the liposomes were recovered and analyzed using a variety of techniques. There was very little protein binding to the liposomes recovered after \textit{in vitro} incubation. In contrast, there was more protein binding to the liposomes recovered after \textit{in vivo} circulation, but a deeper analysis estimated that the bound proteins still only covered a very low fraction of the liposomal surface area. Both the liposomes recovered after \textit{in vitro} incubation and the liposomes recovered after \textit{in vivo} circulation completely retained their size and receptor targeting characteristics. Taken collectively, our results thus demonstrate that the hard protein corona of both non-targeted and antibody-targeted stealth
liposomes is sparse and does not affect the structure and function of the liposomes.
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1 Introduction

The protein corona has over the past decade emerged as a central concept in the field of nanomedicine [1, 2]. According to this concept, nanomaterials exposed to a biological environment readily adsorb a layer of proteins, which modify the surface properties and thereby the biological identity of the nanomaterials. Indeed, a plethora of studies have clearly demonstrated the implications of the protein corona on the behavior of nanomaterials [3–11].

Remarkably, there has in recent years been a number of studies reporting that a protein corona can even form around nanomaterials that previously were thought to be fairly resistant to protein binding [12]. As an important example of this, it was originally hypothesized that there is limited binding of blood proteins to polyethylene glycol-coated (PEGylated) stealth liposomes [13], which possibly are the most commonly used type of drug vehicle in contemporary nanomedicine. This was thought to minimize opsonization and capturing by the mononuclear phagocyte system, thereby conferring long-circulating properties on the liposomes [14, 15]. Recently, however, several studies have suggested that PEGylated stealth liposomes become covered with a protein corona upon exposure to blood [16–22]. It has even been proposed that such liposomes may attain their stealth properties because certain dysopsonizing blood proteins—like albumin—bind to the PEG chains and thereby mask the liposomes from the immune system [23].

In light of the discrepancy between the original hypothesis of little protein binding on the one side and the recent reports about a significant protein corona on the other side, we undertook a comprehensive study on the binding of blood proteins to PEGylated stealth liposomes. The liposomes used in our study were based on a lipid formulation consisting of DSPC, cholesterol, and DSPE-PEG2k. This lipid formulation—resembling that of the anticancer drug Doxil [24]—is
a standard choice for obtaining PEGylated stealth liposomes. To expand the relevance of our study to actively targeted drug delivery systems, the liposomes were prepared both with and without the antibody trastuzumab conjugated to the surface. Trastuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody, which specifically targets the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), a transmembrane glycoprotein receptor that is overexpressed in various types of cancer [25]. Of relevance, trastuzumab or fragments thereof have previously been conjugated to PEGylated liposomes to achieve targeted liposomal drug delivery systems [26–31].

**Figure 1:** Schematic illustration of the experimental protocol used in the present study. PEGylated stealth liposomes were prepared with or without the antibody trastuzumab conjugated to their surface. The liposomes were incubated *in vitro* in FBS or administered *in vivo* into the bloodstream of mice. After 1 h, the liposomes were recovered using size-exclusion chromatography. The concentration, size, and fluorescence properties of the recovered liposomes were evaluated using FCS. The concentration and identity of the proteins recovered together with the liposomes were evaluated using the micro-BCA assay, SDS-PAGE, and LC-MS/MS. The ability of the recovered liposomes to target the HER2-overexpressing cell line SKBR-3 was evaluated using flow cytometry. To have a positive control experiment with a type of nanoparticle known to bind extensive amounts of protein, we performed an *in vitro* set of experiments with polystyrene beads. To have a negative control experiment assessing the potential amount of unbound background proteins co-eluting with the liposomes on the size-exclusion chromatography column, we both performed an *in vitro* and *in vivo* set of experiments using blank buffer vehicle samples without any liposomes.

The experimental protocol of our study is summarized in Figure 1. In brief, the liposomes were first exposed to blood proteins, either through incubation *in vitro* in fetal bovine serum (FBS) or through circulation *in vivo* in the bloodstream of mice. The liposomes were then recovered using size-exclusion chromatography and analyzed using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), micro bicinchoninic acid (micro-BCA) assay, sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), and flow cytometry. The overall purpose of this analysis was to assess the magnitude and composition of the hard protein corona of the liposomes, that is, to determine the amount and type
of blood proteins bound to the liposomes after the recovery step [1]. Additionally, the purpose was to evaluate the structural and functional integrity of the recovered liposomes. To make sure that the protocol produced complete and robust results, it included sets of both positive and negative control experiments.

Based on this experimental protocol, we detected very little protein binding to the liposomes recovered after in vitro incubation. In contrast, we detected some protein binding to the liposomes recovered after in vivo circulation, but a subsequent calculation implied that the bound proteins only covered a very low percentage of the surface area of the liposomes. Both the liposomes recovered after in vitro incubation and in vivo circulation completely preserved their size, fluorescence properties, and receptor targeting characteristics. Overall, our results thus demonstrate that the hard protein corona of PEGylated stealth liposomes—with or without antibodies conjugated to their surface—is sparse and does not affect the structure and targeting abilities of the liposomes.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Materials
1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC), ovine cholesterol, and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[maleimide(polyethylene glycol)-2000] ammonium salt (DSPE-PEG2k-maleimide) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA). 1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000] sodium salt (DSPE-PEG2k) was purchased from Lipoid (Ludwigshafen, Germany). 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine labeled with Atto 488 (Atto 488 DPPE) was purchased from Atto-Tec (Siegen, Germany). Boric acid tablets, tert-butanol, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid dipotassium salt (K₂ EDTA), phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) tablets, sterile PBS solution used for cell cultures, monosodium phosphate, disodium phosphate, glucose, 5,5’-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (Ellman’s reagent), Amicon Ultra-4 30 kDa and 100 kDa centrifugal filter units, penicillin-streptomycin solution, trypsin-EDTA solution, polystyrene latex beads, acetic acid, sodium deoxycholate, triethylammonium bicarbonate buffer, tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride solution, 2-chloroacetamide, ethyl acetate, and human serum albumin were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Herceptin was
purchased from Roche (Basel, Switzerland). Alexa Fluor 488 hydrazide, 2-iminothiolane (Traut’s reagent), acetonitrile, formic acid, micro-BCA assay kit, Pierce trypsin protease, trifluoroacetic acid, NuPAGE LDS sample buffer, PageRuler unstained protein ladder, MOPS SDS sample buffer, Pierce silver stain kit, McCoy’s 5A modified medium, and Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS) with calcium and magnesium without phenol red were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Ethanol 96% was purchased from VWR International (Radnor, PA, USA). Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt (Na₂ EDTA) was purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Slurry for preparing Sepharose CL-4B columns was purchased from GE Healthcare (Little Chalfont, UK). Econo-Column glass chromatography columns (dimensions 1.5×20 cm and 1.5×50 cm) for size-exclusion chromatography were purchased from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA, USA). Protein LoBind tubes were purchased from Eppendorf (Hamburg, Germany). Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was purchased from Biowest (Nuaillé, France). Heat-inactivated FBS was prepared by incubating native FBS for 1 h at 56 °C.

2.2 Experimental methods

The following section contains a description of some of the experimental methods used in the present study.

2.2.1 Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)

FCS was used to determine the concentration, size, and fluorescence brightness of Atto 488-labeled liposomes in various samples. To investigate a given sample, 100 µL of the sample was transferred to a chamber well in an eight-well chambered coverslip (uncoated µ-slide 8 well, Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany). The given sample was left in the chamber well for ~5 min. The sample was then remixed in the chamber well by pipetting up and down ~10 times. Immediately after remixing, the eight-well chambered coverslip was placed on the microscope stage of the FCS setup and the sample was investigated by FCS. By this sample preparation approach, the coverslip was partially blocked with the liposomes in the sample, decreasing the adsorption rate of the liposomes to the coverslip during the FCS experiments and thereby ensuring stable photon count rates over the course of the experiments.

As described previously [32, 33], the FCS experiments were performed using a commercially available DCS-120 confocal scanning FLIM system (Becker & Hickl, Berlin,
Germany) connected to a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 inverted microscope equipped with a C-Apochromat 40×/1.2 W Corr UV-VIS-IR water immersion objective (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). The excitation source for the system was a 473 nm picosecond diode laser (BDL-473-SMC) operated at a pulse repetition rate of 50 MHz. After passing through a confocal pinhole with a diameter of 1.2 Airy units, a 485 nm longpass filter, and a 535/30 nm bandpass filter, the fluorescence emission was detected with an HPM-100-40 hybrid detector connected to an SPC-150 module. Lifetime gating was used to partially suppress background noise. SPCM software was used to calculate the experimental autocorrelation curves. The curves were subsequently exported to be fitted using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). All samples were measured by positioning the laser focus \( \sim 100 \mu m \) above the top of the coverslip. The acquisition time for each FCS experiment was either 1 or 5 min, depending on the specific experiment. Calibration of the setup was done using solutions with Alexa Fluor 488 hydrazide. The effective detection volume was determined to be 1.3 fL (focus waist radius 300 nm) and the structural \( S \) -parameter (defined below) was determined to be 8.7. The \( S \) -parameter was fixed to this value when fitting the autocorrelation curves acquired in all subsequent experiments. Except for the curves used for determining the \( S \) -parameter, all autocorrelation curves were analyzed using unweighted least squares fitting. In a few rare instances, the autocorrelation curves were dominated by single bright events. These distorted curves were discarded in the data analysis.

The fluorescence emission photon count rates, \( F \), recorded in the FCS experiments were used to determine the lipid concentrations, \( C_{\text{lip}} \), of the investigated samples using that

\[
C_{\text{lip}} = K(F - F_{\text{bg}}) \tag{1}
\]

where \( F_{\text{bg}} \) is the background photon count rate—recorded from a blank sample only containing PBS—and \( K \) is a constant of proportionality determined from liposome samples of known lipid concentrations.

The autocorrelation curves recorded by FCS were fitted with the single-component autocorrelation function, \( G(\tau) \), without triplet state contribution: [34]

\[
G(\tau) = \frac{1}{N_{\text{meas}}} \left( 1 + \frac{\tau}{\tau_D} \right)^{-1} \left( 1 + \frac{\tau}{S^2 \tau_D} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \tag{2}
\]

where \( \tau \) is the lag time, \( N_{\text{meas}} \) is the measured mean number of liposomes in the detection
volume, $S$ is the ratio of the axial to radial dimensions of the detection volume, and $\tau_D$ is the characteristic translational diffusion time of the liposomes.

The mean number of liposomes in the detection volume, $N$, was calculated by the equation [35]

$$N = N_{\text{meas}} \frac{(F - F_{\text{bg}})^2}{F^2}. \quad (3)$$

The liposome fluorescence brightness, $B$, was then determined by the equation

$$B = \frac{F - F_{\text{bg}}}{N}. \quad (4)$$

The value of $\tau_D$ was related to the diffusion coefficient, $D$, of the liposomes by the equation [34]

$$D = \frac{\omega_0^2}{4\tau_D}. \quad (5)$$

where $\omega_0^2$ is the waist radius of the detection volume. From the diffusion coefficient, the hydrodynamic diameter of the liposomes was then calculated using the Stokes-Einstein relation [36].

### 2.2.2 Micro bicinchoninic acid (micro-BCA) assay

The micro-BCA assay was used to measure the protein mass concentration of various samples. As the first step, 150 µL of the samples under investigation were transferred to a series of Protein LoBind tubes. Additionally, 150 µL of a number of standard samples with varying mass concentration of bovine serum albumin between 0–100 µg/mL were also transferred to Protein LoBind tubes. Then, 150 µL working reagent was added to all tubes. The tubes were vortexed and placed for 1 h in a 60 °C water bath. After that, the tubes and their containing samples were allowed to cool at room temperature for a few minutes. Subsequently, 250 µL of each sample was transferred to a transparent 96-well microtiter plate to measure the absorbance at 570 nm by use of a Victor³ 1420 Multilabel Counter (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA). An absorbance-mass concentration standard curve was determined from the bovine serum albumin standard samples. Finally, the protein mass concentrations of the rest of the investigated samples were estimated by comparing their absorbances to the standard curve. If the protein mass concentration of a given
sample was > 100 µg/mL, it was further diluted in PBS and investigated again.

2.2.3 Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
Non-reducing SDS-PAGE was used to gauge the protein content of various samples. As the first step, 37.5 µL of the samples under investigation were mixed with 12.5 µL 4× NuPAGE LDS sample buffer in Protein LoBind tubes. The tubes were then incubated for 10 min in a 70 °C water bath to denature the proteins in the samples. The tubes and their containing samples were subsequently allowed to cool at room temperature for a few minutes, and after that, 25 µL of each sample was loaded in a 10-well 1.0 mm NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris protein gel (Thermo Fisher Scientific) mounted in an XCell SureLock Mini-Cell electrophoresis system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). One lane of each gel was loaded with 1 ng human serum albumin to provide a standard for estimating the amount of protein in the other lanes of the gel. Moreover, one lane of each gel was loaded with a PageRuler unstained protein ladder to provide a basis for estimating the molecular weights of the proteins in the other lanes of the gel. All gels were run for 45 min at 200 V in MOPS SDS running buffer and then stained using the Pierce silver stain kit following the manufacturer’s guidelines. The gels were imaged using an ImageQuant LAS 4000 (GE Healthcare). The density of the individual bands were determined using ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). The total mass of the serum/plasma proteins, \( m_{\text{pro}} \), in a given lane was estimated using the equation

\[
m_{\text{pro}} = m_1 \sum_i \frac{D_i}{D_1}
\]

where \( i \) is the index of the individual serum/plasma protein bands in the lane, \( D_i \) is the density of the \( i \)th serum/plasma protein band, \( D_1 \) is the density of the albumin band in the standard lane on the same gel, and \( m_1 = 1 \) ng is the mass of the albumin loaded in the standard lane.

2.2.4 Liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS)
LC-MS/MS was used to identify the proteins present in various samples. First, 200 µL of the samples under investigation were mixed with 200 µL lysis buffer (5% sodium deoxycholate, 50 mM triethylammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.5) in Protein LoBind tubes. The samples were then incubated at 95 °C for 5 min for denaturation of the proteins. Subsequently, the samples were
transferred to a Microcon-10kDa centrifugal filter unit (Merck) and centrifuged at 14,000 g until the solvent had flown through the filter. The filtrate was discarded, and 200 µL 10 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine, 50 mM 2-chloroacetamide in digestion buffer (0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 50 mM triethylammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.5) was added to the samples. The samples were then reduced and alkylated by incubating for 30 min at 37 °C. Next, the samples were centrifuged at 14,000 g until the solvent had flown through the filter. The filtrate was discarded, and 200 µL digestion buffer was added to the samples. The samples were again centrifuged at 14,000 g until the solvent had flown through the filter. The inner spin filters were transferred to new collection tubes, and 50 µL 20 µg/mL Pierce trypsin protease in digestion buffer was added to the filters. The samples were vortexed and incubated for ~12 h at 37 °C to digest the proteins. Then, the samples were centrifuged at 14,000 g until the protein digest had flown through the filters. To ensure complete recovery of the protein digest, 100 µL 50 mM triethylammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.5 buffer was added to the filters, and the filters were centrifuged at 14,000 g until the buffer had flown though the filters. The spin filters were discarded, whereas the collection tubes with the filtrate containing the protein digests were saved. Next, 450 µL ethyl acetate and 6 µL trifluoroacetic acid were added to all tubes. The tubes were vortexed and centrifuged at 14,000 g for 1 min to obtain phase separation. The bottom phase contained the peptides, whereas the top phase contained the sodium deoxycholate. The top phase was removed by pipette to get rid of the sodium deoxycholate. Additional 450 µL ethyl acetate was added to all samples, and the samples were again vortexed and centrifuged at 14,000 g for 1 min to obtain phase separation. The top phase was removed by pipette to ensure complete removal of the sodium deoxycholate from the samples. Each sample was then dried in a vacuum centrifuge and resuspended in 23 µL 2% acetonitrile, 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid, 0.1% formic acid aqueous solution. The samples were vortexed, spun down using a minicentrifuge, and ultrasonicated for 2 min. Subsequently, the samples were spun down at 14,000 g, and the supernatant loaded in a 96-well plate.

The samples were investigated in technical duplicate using a UPLC-nanoESI MS/MS setup consisting of a Dionex RSLC nanopump (Dionex RSLC 3500, Thermo Fisher Scientific) connected to a Q Exactive High-Field mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The peptide samples were loaded onto a C18 reversed phase column (Dionex Acclaim PepMap RSLC C18, 2 µm, 100 Å, 75 µm × 2 cm) and separated using a C18 reversed phase column (Dionex Acclaim PepMap RSLC C18, 2 µm, 100 Å, 75 µm × 75 cm) at 60 °C with a flow rate of 300 nL/min.
mobile phases were (A) water with 2% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid and (B) acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid. The loading was done with 2% B over 5 min. The separation was performed by a linear gradient from 10% B to 35% B over 35 min. A full MS scan in the mass range of m/z 375 to 1500 was acquired at a resolution of 120,000. In each cycle, the mass spectrometer triggered up to 20 MS/MS acquisitions of eluting ions based on highest signal intensity for fragmentation. The MS/MS scans were acquired with a dynamic mass range at a resolution of 15,000. The precursor ions were isolated using a quadrupole isolation window of m/z 1.4 and fragmented using higher-energy collision dissociation (HCD) with a normalized collision energy of 27. Fragmented ions were dynamically added to an exclusion list for 15 seconds.

All acquired MS scans were searched using default settings in MaxQuant/Andromeda 1.6.0.1 [37] against a customized version of Bos taurus Hereford reference proteome from UniProt (UP000009136; date stamp 16MAY2017) or Mus musculus C57BL/6J reference proteome database from UniProt (UP000000589; date stamp 16MAY2017). Both databases included the primary sequence of trastuzumab (https://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB00072). Standard settings were employed with carbamidomethyl (C) as a static modification and protein N-terminal acetylation, deamidation (NQ) and oxidation (M) as variable modifications.

The MaxQuant results were processed using Perseus 1.6.0.1 [38]. Two or more unique peptides in at least one group (control, non-targeted liposomes, targeted liposomes) were required for protein quantification.

For completeness, it should be mentioned that we by this experimental procedure detected small amounts of trastuzumab in samples without targeted liposomes. This observation was likely due to low carry-over (< 1%) from the samples with the targeted liposomes due to the very high concentration of the antibody in these samples. Alternatively, it could possibly also be that overlapping peptides of mouse and bovine antibodies in the samples were ascribed to trastuzumab. These effects did, however, not impact the overall interpretation of the LC-MS/MS data.

2.2.5 Cell cultures
SKBR-3 cells were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). The cells were grown in T-75 polystyrene tissue culture flasks with standard growth surfaces for adherent cells (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) in 10 mL McCoy’s 5A modified medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin
(supplemented McCoy’s 5A medium) in a humidified 37 °C/5% CO₂ incubator.

The cells were passaged every ~3–4 days—typically after having grown to 70–90% confluence—using the following protocol: The cells in the T-75 flasks were washed with 10 mL PBS solution (10 mM phosphate, 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, pH 7.1-7.5). Then, the cells were incubated for ~5 min with 2 mL trypsin-EDTA solution (0.5 g/L porcine trypsin and 0.2 g/L EDTA in HBBS with phenol red) in the humidified 37 °C/5% CO₂ incubator. Subsequently, the flasks were tapped a few times to loosen the cells, and 8 mL supplemented McCoy’s 5A medium was added to halt the trypsinization. The cells were aspirated by pipetting, and some of the cells were transferred to a new T-75 flask together with more supplemented McCoy’s 5A medium to obtain a final medium volume of 10 mL and a split ratio of ~1:2. Sometimes, to prepare cells for flow cytometry experiments, some of the cells were also transferred to Nunc Nunclon 12-well × 2 mL cell culture dishes (Thermo Fisher Scientific). In these cases, 1.5×10⁶ cells in 1 mL supplemented McCoy’s 5A medium (cell concentration determined by a Moxi Z mini automated cell counter, Orflo Technologies, Ketchum, ID, USA) were seeded in each well. The cells were allowed to grow and adhere to the wells for ~48 h and then used for flow cytometry experiments, as described below.

2.2.6 Flow cytometry

Flow cytometry was used to evaluate the association of Atto 488-labeled liposomes with SKBR-3 cells. The growth medium was removed from the wells in the Nunc Nunclon 12-well × 2 mL cell culture dishes. Then, ~1 mL PBS solution was added to all wells, and the dishes were incubated for 5 min in the humidified 37 °C/5% CO₂ incubator. The purpose of this step was to minimize the protein content present in the wells during the subsequent experiments. Next, the PBS solution was removed from all wells and 1 mL of the samples with the liposomes under investigation were added to the wells. The dishes were incubated for 30 min in the humidified 37 °C/5% CO₂ incubator. Subsequently, all wells were washed with 1 mL PBS solution. Then, 150 µL trypsin-EDTA solution diluted ×10 in PBS solution was added to the wells, and the dishes were incubated for 2 min in the humidified 37 °C/5% CO₂ incubator. The dishes were gently tapped to distach the cells, and 1 mL HBBS with calcium and magnesium was added. The cells were aspirated by pipette and transferred to test tubes for flow cytometry (dimensions 12×75 mm, Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). The test tubes were centrifuged at 150g for 5 min. The
supernatant was removed, and 300 µL HBBS with calcium and magnesium was added. The pellet was re-suspended with pipette, and the cells then investigated by flow cytometry.

The flow cytometry experiments were performed on an Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). The samples were excited at 488 nm, and the fluorescence emission was filtered using a 533/30 nm bandpass filter. A total of 40,000 events were recorded per sample. The data were analyzed using FlowJo software (FlowJo, Ashland, OR, USA). An overview of the gating strategy is given in Figure S2 in the Supplementary information.

2.3 Preparation and characterization of liposomes

Liposomes of the following molar lipid compositions were prepared: DSPC/cholesterol/DSPE-PEG2k (56.3:38.2:5.5) and DSPC/cholesterol/DSPE-PEG2k/DSPE-PEG2k-maleimide (56.3:38.2:5:0.5). Both formulations also included 0.05 mol% Atto 488 DPPE.

To prepare the liposomes, the lipids were first dissolved in tert-butanol/Milli-Q water (9:1). The solutions were heated to ~40–50 °C to ensure that the lipids were completely dissolved. Subsequently, the solutions were plunged freezeed in liquid nitrogen. The solutions were then lyophilized overnight to remove the solvent. Next, the samples were hydrated in PBS (10 mM phosphate, 137 mM sodium chloride, 2.7 mM KCl, pH 7.4) with gentle vortexing every 5 min for a period of 30 min. At this point, the lipid concentration of the samples was ~50 mM. After hydration, the samples were extruded 21 times through a 100 nm polycarbonate filter (Whatman, GE Healthcare) using a mini-extruder (Avanti Polar Lipids) to form liposomes. Throughout the hydration and extrusion procedure, the samples were heated to at least 65 °C. After extrusion, the lipid concentration of the samples was ~40 mM.

The DSPE-PEG2k-maleimide-containing liposomes were functionalized with the antibody trastuzumab by the following protocol: We dissolved ~10–15 mg Herceptin powder—which is a drug containing trastuzumab—in 4 mL borate buffer (100 mM borate, 2 mM K₂EDTA, prepared from boric acid and adjusted to pH 8 by NaOH solution). To separate trastuzumab from the excipients of Herceptin, the sample was transferred to an Amicon Ultra-4 30 kDa centrifugal filter unit and then centrifuged for 20 min at 4000g before the filtrate was discarded. To ensure effective removal of the excipients, three additional washing steps were performed, each time adding 4 mL borate buffer to the filter unit, centrifuging for 20 min at 4000g, and discarding the filtrate. After
the last centrifugation step, the mass concentration of trastuzumab in the solution remaining in the filter device sample reservoir was determined by recording the absorbance at 280 nm using a NanoDrop 2000c spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Products, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and assuming that the mass extinction coefficient of trastuzumab at 280 nm is 1.4 \((\text{mg/mL})^{-1}\text{cm}^{-1}\), as estimated from the amino acid sequence and structure of the antibody [39]. A solution of 600 \(\mu\text{L}\) with 7.5 mg/mL of the purified trastuzumab in borate buffer was prepared in a Protein LoBind tube. Then, 8.5 \(\mu\text{L}\) 2 mg/mL Traut’s reagent solution in borate buffer was added to the trastuzumab solution, followed by 1 h incubation at room temperature to allow Traut’s reagent to thiolate primary amines on the surface of the antibody. Next, for the purpose of exchanging the borate buffer and removing unreacted Traut’s reagent, the solution with the thiolated antibodies was transferred to an Amicon Ultra-4 30 kDa centrifugal filter unit, and PBS was added to a total volume of 4 mL. The filter unit was centrifuged for 20 min at 4000 \(g\) and the filtrate discarded. To ensure complete buffer exchange and removal of unreacted Traut’s reagent, additional 4 mL PBS was added to the filter unit, followed by centrifugation for another 20 min at 4000 \(g\). The mass concentration of the thiolated trastuzumab in the solution remaining in the filter device sample reservoir was determined from the absorbance at 280 nm, recorded using the NanoDrop 2000c spectrophotometer as described above. The degree of thiolation of trastuzumab was determined to be 0.9 ± 0.1 using Ellman’s reagent. A volume of newly prepared thiolated trastuzumab solution, corresponding to 1.8 mg thiolated trastuzumab, was added to 840 \(\mu\text{L}\) newly prepared DSPE-PEG2k-maleimide-containing liposomes in a Protein LoBind tube. The air phase in the tube was replaced with \(\text{N}_2\), and the tube was incubated for 24 h at room temperature in the dark to allow the sulfhydryl groups on the surface of trastuzumab to couple to the maleimide groups on the surface of the liposomes. The liposomes were then separated from unbound antibody using a Sepharose CL-4B size-exclusion chromatography column (dimensions 1.5×20 cm) eluted with PBS with a flow rate of \(~1 \text{mL/min}\), and the column fractions were collected in Protein LoBind tubes. Finally, the liposome-containing fractions were pooled in an Amicon Ultra-4 100 kDa centrifugal filter unit and centrifuged at 2000 \(g\) until the lipid concentration of the liposome solution was increased to \(~30–40 \text{mM}\). Finalized samples with trastuzumab-functionalized liposomes were stored in Protein LoBind tubes.

Upon preparation, the liposomes—non-functionalized as well as antibody-functionalized liposomes—were characterized using a number of techniques: Inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS, done on an iCAP Q ICP-MS, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to determine the phosphorus concentrations of the liposome solutions; for these experiments, the liposome samples were diluted $\times 17,000$ in 2% HCl, 10 ppb Ga solvent. Phospholipid concentrations were then estimated by subtracting the background of the PBS buffer (the background typically represented $\sim 30\%$ of the total amount of phosphorus), and the total molar lipid concentration was estimated by dividing the phospholipid concentrations by 0.618, thereby taking into account that cholesterol does not contain any phosphorus atoms. Dynamic light scattering (DLS, done on ZetaPALS, Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville, NY, USA) was used to measure the size of the liposomes; for these experiments, the liposomes were diluted to 100 $\mu$M (concentration in terms of lipid) in PBS. Phase analysis light scattering (PALS, done on the ZetaPALS) was used to measure the zeta potential of the liposomes; for these experiments, the liposomes were diluted to 100 $\mu$M (concentration in terms of lipid) in a phosphate-glucose buffer (10 mM phosphate, 280 mM glucose, pH 7.4). FCS was used to measure the size and brightness of the liposomes; for these experiments, the liposomes were diluted to 500 $\mu$M (concentration in terms of lipid) in PBS, and FCS was performed as described above with an acquisition time of 5 min. The micro-BCA assay was used to measure the antibody concentration of the functionalized liposomes; for these experiments, the antibody-functionalized liposome stocks were diluted $\times 20–200$ in PBS, and the micro-BCA assay was performed to measure the protein mass concentration in the diluted liposome samples. To take into account that also the lipids can give a small contribution in the micro-BCA assay [40], we also performed a micro-BCA measurement on non-functionalized DSPE-PEG2k-maleimide-containing liposomes. The contribution of the lipids was subtracted to determine the true amount of antibody conjugated to the liposomes.

2.4 In vitro experiments

Samples of 550 $\mu$L with liposomes (2 mM lipid) in FBS/PBS (9:1) were prepared in Protein LoBind tubes. For reference, also blank samples with FBS/PBS (9:1) without any liposomes were prepared in Protein LoBind tubes. The reason that all samples contained 10% PBS was related to the fact that the liposomes were prepared in PBS. To be more specific, diluting the liposomes in FBS also meant adding a small amount of PBS; given this premise, we wanted to make sure that all samples contained the same amount of PBS to allow us to directly compare the results obtained with the different samples.
After preparation, each sample was incubated for 1 h in a 37 °C oven. Next, 500 µL of each sample was loaded onto a Sepharose CL-4B size-exclusion chromatography column (dimensions 1.5×50 cm) and eluted with PBS at a flow rate ~0.5 mL/min. After loading a given sample onto a column, we waited for 30 min. Then, 40 column fractions of 2 min were collected in Protein LoBind tubes.

2.5 In vivo experiments

All animal procedures were approved by The Danish Animal Welfare Council, the Danish Ministry of Justice. Six-week-old female Balb/c mice were obtained from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA, USA) and were given at least 11 days of adaption upon arrival.

The animal experiments were always initiated at ~8 a.m. to reduce experimental uncertainty related to daily variations in protein blood levels. The weight of the mice at the time of experimental initiation was 19±1 g. The mice were injected in the tail vein with either 180 µL 20 mM liposome PBS solutions (concentration in terms of lipid) or 180 µL blank PBS solutions without any liposomes. One hour after injection, the mice were anesthetized using 4.5% sevoflurane and their blood was collected by cardiac puncture. The blood from each mouse (~200–500 µL) was transferred to a Protein LoBind tube containing 35 µL 170 mM Na$_2$ EDTA. Immediately after transferring the blood to a given Protein LoBind tube, the tube was inverted ten times to properly mix the blood and Na$_2$ EDTA solution. Subsequently, all tubes were centrifuged for 5 min at 1500g to pellet the blood cells. The plasma supernatants were then transferred to new Protein LoBind tubes, which were centrifuged again for 5 min at 1500g to ensure complete removal of blood cells. The plasma of four tubes from mice receiving the same injectant was pooled in a new Protein LoBind tube to ensure a sufficient sample volume for further sample treatment and analysis. Next, 500 µL of each of the pooled samples was loaded onto a Sepharose CL-4B size-exclusion chromatography column (dimensions 1.5×50 cm) and eluted with PBS at a flow rate ~0.5 mL/min. After loading a given sample onto a column, we waited for 30 min. Then, 40 column fractions of 2 min were collected in Protein LoBind tubes.

2.6 Experiments after size-exclusion chromatography

2.6.1 Liposome samples
After a given size-exclusion chromatography run, all of the collected column fractions were analyzed using the micro-BCA assay to determine the protein concentration. In addition, a subset of the collected fractions in the vicinity of the column void volume were investigated using FCS with 1 min acquisition time to determine the concentration of the liposomes. For the fractions investigated by FCS, the measured protein concentrations were corrected for the contribution of the liposomes using the following equation:

\[ c_{\text{cor}} = c_{\text{meas}} - K_{\text{lip}} C_{\text{lip}} \]  

where \( c_{\text{cor}} \) is the corrected protein mass concentration, \( c_{\text{meas}} \) is the measured protein mass concentration, \( C_{\text{lip}} \) is the molar lipid concentration, and \( K_{\text{lip}} \) represents the magnitude of the liposome contribution. This equation relied on the assumption that the contribution of the liposomes scaled linearly with their concentration, which was confirmed in separate control experiments on liposome samples of varying concentration. Based on these control experiments, the value of \( K_{\text{lip}} \) was determined for each batch of liposomes. Typically, \( K_{\text{lip}} \) was 1–2 µg/mL/mM for the non-functionalized liposomes and ~20 µg/mL/mM for the antibody-functionalized liposomes.

The void-volume fractions, identified as being the five fractions with the highest liposome concentration, were pooled for each size-exclusion chromatography run. The pooled samples were investigated by FCS using an acquisition time of 5 min to determine the concentration, hydrodynamic diameter, and fluorescence brightness of the liposomes. Samples with 50 µM of the liposomes (concentration in terms of lipid) from the pooled samples were then prepared in PBS, and the ability of the liposomes to associate with SKBR-3 cells was evaluated and compared to that of 50 µM pristine, non-treated liposomes using flow cytometry. The flow cytometry experiments were always done on the same day as the liposome had been exposed to serum/plasma.

Finally, the molecular weight and content of the proteins in the pooled samples were investigated using SDS-PAGE, and the identity of the proteins in the pooled samples was determined using LC-MS/MS.

### 2.6.2 Blank samples

After a given size-exclusion chromatography run, all of the collected column fractions were
analyzed using the micro-BCA assay to determine the protein concentration. The void-volume fractions—identified as being the five fractions with the highest protein concentration of an early peak eluting before the main serum/plasma protein peak—were pooled for each size-exclusion chromatography run. The molecular weight and content of the proteins in the pooled samples were investigated using SDS-PAGE, and the identity of the proteins in the pooled samples was determined using LC-MS/MS.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Preparation and characterization of liposomes

Both non-targeted and targeted PEGylated stealth liposomes were formed by the common extrusion method, involving repeated extrusion of lipid suspensions through a polycarbonate filter with 100-nm pore sizes [41]. The targeted liposomes were functionalized with trastuzumab by the also-common thiol-maleimide coupling method, involving thiolation of trastuzumab and subsequent coupling of the free sulhydryl groups on trastuzumab to maleimide groups on the distal ends of the PEG molecules on the surfaces of the liposomes [31]. To be applicable to FCS and flow cytometry experiments, all liposomes were fluorescently labeled by incorporating Atto 488 DPPE in their membranes. The lipid concentration of the prepared liposome stock samples was assessed using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The trastuzumab conjugation level on the targeted liposomes was estimated using the micro-BCA assay to be 19 g trastuzumab per mol lipid. The composition of the prepared liposomes is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Lipid composition and trastuzumab conjugation level of the liposomes. The trastuzumab conjugation level is presented as the mean ± standard deviation of eight individual liposome batches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liposome type</th>
<th>Non-targeted</th>
<th>Targeted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSPC (mol% lipid)</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol (mol% lipid)</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSPE-PEG2k (mol% lipid)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSPE-PEG2k-maleimide (mol% lipid)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The basic physicochemical characteristics of the prepared liposomes were evaluated using a number of techniques: The zeta potential of the liposomes was evaluated using phase analysis light scattering (PALS), the size of the liposomes was evaluated using both dynamic light scattering (DLS) and FCS, and the fluorescence brightness of the liposomes (fluorescence emission photon count rate per liposome) was evaluated using FCS. Further details on FCS as a method for studying liposomes are given in Figure S1 and the associated discussion in the Supplementary information. The physicochemical characteristics of the liposomes are summarized in Table 2. The zeta potential, size, and fluorescence brightness were similar for the non-targeted and targeted liposomes. Given the measured size of the liposomes, the average surface area per liposome was estimated to be 50,000 nm². Assuming the cross-sectional area of DSPC and DSPE-PEG2k to be 0.53 nm² and the cross-sectional area of cholesterol to be 0.22 nm² [42], we then estimated that the liposomes on average contained 250,000 lipids. Based on this and using that the molecular weight of trastuzumab is \( \sim 145 \) kDa [43], we estimated that the trastuzumab conjugation level of 19 g per mol lipid (Table 1) corresponded to 33 trastuzumab molecules per liposome.

**Table 2:** Physicochemical characteristics of the liposomes. The results are presented as the mean ± standard deviation of five individual non-targeted liposome batches and eight individual targeted liposome batches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liposome type</th>
<th>Non-targeted</th>
<th>Targeted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zeta potential by PALS (mV)</td>
<td>–9 ± 2</td>
<td>–9 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrodynamic diameter by DLS (nm)</td>
<td>123 ± 7</td>
<td>134 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrodynamic diameter by FCS (nm)</td>
<td>121 ± 7</td>
<td>142 ± 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescence brightness by FCS (kHz)</td>
<td>19 ± 6</td>
<td>24 ± 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ability of the prepared liposomes to interact with the HER2-positive cell line SKBR-3 was also evaluated. To minimize the impact of a potential protein corona, this experiment was done in a protein-free environment. More specifically, liposomes (50 or 100 µM lipid) dispersed in
PBS were incubated with SKBR-3 cells for 30 min at 37 °C. The cellular association of the liposomes was then evaluated using flow cytometry. Figure S2 in the Supplementary information shows the flow cytometry gating strategy, and Figure 2A shows the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) values measured in the experiment. There was no detectable association of the non-targeted liposomes to the cells. In contrast, the targeted liposomes clearly associated with the cells with the MFI increasing as a function of the liposome concentration. To confirm the role of trastuzumab in the association of the targeted liposomes with the SKBR-3 cells, the same experiment was repeated, but this time with 100 µg/mL free trastuzumab in the buffer. Figure 2B shows the measured MFI values. The free trastuzumab completely abolished the binding of the targeted liposomes to the cells. This demonstrated that the free trastuzumab blocked the receptors mediating the cellular association of the targeted liposomes. Thus, it was clear that the association of the targeted liposomes with the SKBR-3 cells was induced by the trastuzumab molecules conjugated to the surface of the liposomes. In other words, the prepared liposomes overall possessed the cellular interaction characteristics that we expected them to have.

Figure 2: Association of liposomes to the HER2-positive cell line SKBR-3. Samples containing 50 or 100 µM liposomes (concentration in terms of lipid) in PBS with or without 100 µg/mL free trastuzumab were prepared and incubated with the cells for 30 min at 37 °C. For reference, blank PBS samples without liposomes and with or without 100 µg/mL free trastuzumab were also incubated with the cells. The fluorescence intensity of the cells was then measured using flow cytometry. (A) MFI values for samples without free trastuzumab. (B) MFI values for samples with free trastuzumab. In panel A, the data are the average of three separate experiments, and in panel B, the data are the average of two–three separate experiments. In both panels, the error bars represent the standard deviations.

3.2 The liposome recovery method

Before commencing our studies on blood protein binding to the prepared liposomes, we needed to choose a method for recovering the liposomes after exposure to blood serum/plasma. We chose to work with size-exclusion chromatography as this is a common method for separating nanomaterials from unbound blood proteins [2]. More specifically, we chose to work with Sepharose CL-4B as this column material previously has been used to recover liposomes from.
blood serum/plasma [16, 17, 44, 45]. As an initial test experiment, we compared the ability of a 20-cm and a 50-cm long Sepharose CL-4B column to separate liposomes from unbound serum proteins. This experiment demonstrated that the 50-cm column provided a better separation of the liposomes from unbound serum proteins than the 20-cm column—see Figure S3 in the Supplementary information. Consequently, we chose to use the 50-cm column in all subsequent experiments.

3.3 Liposomes recovered after in vitro incubation in fetal bovine serum

Having prepared the liposomes and chosen a recovery method, we were ready for our actual experiments. To begin with, we wanted to study liposomes incubated in vitro in FBS, as this is the standard type of serum used in most cell culture experiments. For these experiments, we prepared samples containing 2 mM liposome (concentration in terms of lipid) and 90% FBS. For comparison, we also prepared blank samples with 10% PBS and 90% FBS without any liposomes. After 1 h incubation at 37 °C, 500 µL of each of the prepared samples was loaded onto a Sepharose CL-4B column eluted with PBS at a flow rate of ~0.5 mL/min, and 2-min column fractions were collected.

The lipid concentration of the collected column fractions was measured using FCS—or to be more accurate using the fluorescence emission photon count rates of the FCS recordings assuming that the count rates were linearly proportional to the lipid concentration. The protein concentration of the collected column fractions was measured using the micro-BCA assay. It should be mentioned that not only the serum proteins but also the liposomes gave a contribution to the protein levels determined by the micro-BCA assay. This liposome contribution was particularly pronounced for the targeted liposomes due to the antibodies conjugated to their surface. However, for all liposomes, also the lipids gave rise to a small false protein signal in the micro-BCA assay [40]. Consequently, the protein concentrations determined by the micro-BCA assay were corrected for the contribution of the liposomes—that is, the contribution of the antibodies and the lipids—thus only representing the contribution of the serum.

Figure 3A,B shows some examples of elution profiles recorded for liposome-containing samples, and Figure 3C shows an example of an elution profile recorded for a blank control sample. To obtain a basic understanding of the recorded elution profiles, we performed a few calculations. First, for the elution profiles with the liposome-containing samples, we calculated the
total amount of lipid eluting in the void volumes by summing the lipid amounts of the individual void-volume fractions determined using FCS. Figure 3D shows the results of this calculation. Both for the non-targeted and targeted liposomes, \( \sim 0.8 \pm 0.1 \) mol lipid eluted in the void volumes, corresponding to \( \sim 80\% \) of the amount loaded onto the column. Accordingly, it was clear that the bulk of the liposomes loaded onto the columns eluted in the void volumes.

**Figure 3:** Liposomes recovered after *in vitro* incubation in FBS. Samples containing liposomes (2 mM lipid) in 90% FBS were prepared. For reference, blank samples with 90% FBS without any liposomes were also prepared. All of the samples were incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. Then, 500 \( \mu \)L of each sample was loaded onto a 1.5\( \times \)50-cm Sepharose CL-4B size-exclusion chromatography column eluted with \( \sim 0.5 \) mL/min PBS, and 2-min column fractions were collected. The lipid and protein concentration of the column fractions was determined using FCS and the micro-BCA assay, respectively. (A-C) Examples of size-exclusion chromatography elution profiles for samples with non-targeted liposomes (A) or targeted liposomes (B) or without any liposomes (C). The void volumes are highlighted with a grey area. (D) Total amount of liposome (in terms of lipid) eluting in the void volumes, calculated by summing the lipid amount of the individual void-volume fractions determined by FCS. (E) Total amount of serum protein eluting in the void volumes, calculated by summing the serum protein amount of the individual void-volume fractions determined by the micro-BCA assay. The individual void-volume fractions were pooled and further investigated using a number of techniques: (F) Protein profile of pooled void-volume samples determined by non-reducing SDS-PAGE; for comparison, a sample with pristine targeted liposomes, which had not been exposed to FBS, was also investigated. (G) The ten serum proteins in the pooled void-volume samples with the highest LFQ values in LC-MS/MS. (H,I) Hydrodynamic diameter (H) and fluorescence brightness (I) of the liposomes in the pooled void-volume samples determined by FCS; for comparison, the diameters and brightnesses of pristine liposomes of the same batches were also measured. (J) MFI values of SKBR-3 cells treated for 30 min at 37 °C with 50 \( \mu \)M liposomes (concentration in terms of lipid) from the pooled void-volume samples measured using flow cytometry; for comparison, the MFI values of cells treated with 50 \( \mu \)M pristine liposomes of the same batches were also measured. In panels D, E, and G-J, the data are the average of two separate experiments. The reported error bars/experimental uncertainties represent the standard deviations.
For all recorded elution profiles, we also calculated the total amount of serum proteins eluting in the void volumes by summing the serum protein amounts of the individual void-volume fractions determined using the micro-BCA assay. Figure 3E shows the results of this calculation. The total amount of serum protein in the void volume was similar for all samples, independent of whether the investigated samples contained liposomes or not. Thus, based on the micro-BCA assay, it was not possible to detect binding of serum proteins to the liposomes above the serum background. In other words, a significant amount of the serum proteins co-eluting with the liposomes were likely not bound to the liposomes but rather incorporated into particles from the serum, such as lipoproteins, extracellular vesicles, or protein aggregates [46, 47].

We next wanted to investigate whether serum protein binding to the liposomes could be detected with another technique than the micro-BCA assay. Consequently, the individual void-volume fractions were pooled for each size-exclusion chromatography run, and the pooled samples were investigated using non-reducing SDS-PAGE. The gels were run and subsequently stained using a highly sensitive silver staining method with a band detection limit of ~0.5–1 ng—see Figure S4 in the Supplementary information. According to the micro-BCA results, each gel lane was loaded with ~10–20 ng of serum proteins. We would, therefore, only be able to detect a given serum protein if it represented ≥5–10% of the total amount of serum protein in the loaded samples, in turn implying that we would only observe a low number of serum protein bands on the gels. Figure 3F shows an example of the imaged SDS-PAGE lanes. At first sight, it was clear that the sample with the targeted liposomes displayed a number of strong bands > 100 kDa and some fainter bands at ~80 kDa and ~25 kDa. However, these bands were not ascribed to any serum proteins but rather to the antibody conjugated to the liposomes. Indeed, pristine targeted liposomes, which had not been exposed to any serum, displayed the same band pattern. The reason that the antibody did not display one single band at ~145 kDa but instead a peculiar pattern of bands may be due to antibody fragmentation, for example, because disulfide bond scrambling may occur in non-reducing SDS-PAGE [48–50]. In our case, the disulfide bond scrambling effect may have been enhanced because the antibodies were thiolated as part of the process of conjugating them to the liposomes. Additionally, the migration properties of some of the antibodies and fragments thereof may have been further altered as they were covalently coupled to DSPE-PEG2k. In any case, besides the bands related to the antibody, only a low number of very faint bands were
visible on the gels; that is, in agreement with our expectation, the pooled void-volume samples only displayed a low signal from serum proteins. Thus, it was not possible to demonstrate any convincing association of serum proteins to the liposomes using SDS-PAGE.

We next used yet another technique to investigate whether serum protein binding to the liposomes could be detected. More specifically, the pooled void-volume samples were evaluated using LC-MS/MS. From this evaluation, we determined the label-free quantification (LFQ) values, representing the relative abundances of the proteins in the samples. Figure 3G shows the ten most abundant serum proteins identified in the samples. The liposome samples contained more apolipoprotein A-I and apolipoprotein E than the blank samples. This observation implied that these apolipoproteins—either in free form or incorporated into lipoproteins—associated with the liposomes. On the other hand, the liposome samples and the blank samples generally contained the same proteins, supporting the idea that most of the serum proteins co-eluting with the liposomes were, in fact, not bound to the liposomes but rather incorporated into serum particles in the background.

Having studied the proteins co-eluting with the liposomes in the void volumes using three different techniques, we next turned our attention to the properties of the recovered liposomes themselves. For this purpose, we evaluated the liposomes in the pooled void-volume samples using FCS. Figure 3H, I shows the size and fluorescence brightness, respectively, of the recovered liposomes, and for comparison, also the size and fluorescence brightness of pristine liposomes of the same liposome batches. Neither the size nor the fluorescence brightness of any of the liposomes changed significantly after exposure to FBS, providing a good indication that FBS did not perturb the structure of the liposomes. (Incidentally, the fact that the fluorescence properties of the liposomes did not change after exposure to FBS evidenced that it was, indeed, valid to assume that the fluorescence emission photon count rates recorded in the FCS experiments were linearly proportional to the lipid concentration.)

To cast further light on the properties of the recovered liposomes, we also evaluated their interaction with SKBR-3 cells. For these experiments, the liposomes in the pooled void-volume samples were further diluted in PBS to a lipid concentration of 50 µM and incubated with the SKBR-3 cells for 30 min at 37 °C. The cellular association was then evaluated using flow cytometry. Figure 3J shows the measured MFI values, and for comparison, also the MFI values of cells treated with 50 µM pristine liposomes of the same liposome batches. The recovered
liposomes displayed the same association to the SKBR-3 cells as the pristine liposomes; that is, exposure to FBS did not compromise the stealth abilities of the non-targeted liposomes nor the HER2 targeting abilities of the targeted liposomes. It is worth mentioning that the fairly large size of the error bars for the MFI values in the experiments with the targeted liposomes primarily was ascribed to variations in the targeting abilities of individual liposome batches as well as variations in HER2 expression levels on the cell membranes and metabolic activity of the cells between individual experimental days. If the MFI values measured for cells treated with the recovered liposomes were normalized to the MFI values of cells treated with pristine liposomes of the same batch measured on the same day, the size of the error bars decreased significantly—see Figure S5 in the Supplementary information—further emphasizing that the liposomes retained their targeting abilities after exposure to FBS.

It should be mentioned that many cell culture experiments are not conducted with native FBS but rather with heat-inactivated FBS. This heat inactivation could, in principle, induce denaturation and/or unfolding of some of the serum proteins, altering their propensity for binding liposomes [51]. Therefore, we also performed a complete set of experiments to investigate liposomes incubated in heat-inactivated FBS. Figure S6 in the Supplementary information shows the results of these experiments. All in all, the results obtained for the liposomes treated with the heat-inactivated FBS were similar to the results obtained for the liposomes treated with native FBS. In other words, heat inactivation of the serum did not lead to any detectable differences in the liposome binding affinity of the serum proteins.

Given that we did not detect any significant protein binding to the liposomes recovered after incubation in FBS, we next performed a set of positive control experiments with a type of nanoparticle known to have a high protein binding capacity. We chose to perform these experiments using solid polystyrene nanobeads as there are several reports saying that an extensive protein corona can form around such beads [4, 52–54]. The results of the experiments, shown in Figure S7 in the Supplementary information, confirmed these reports, demonstrating that the amount of protein binding to the polystyrene beads was much higher than the amount of protein binding to the liposomes. In other words, our experimental protocol was applicable for studying protein binding to nanoparticles, but the protein binding to the liposomes was just so low that it was difficult to detect.
3.4 Liposomes recovered after in vivo passage in mice

The in vitro experiments described above were performed under quiescent conditions mimicking the environment of a typical cell culture experiment. However, liposomes circulating in the bloodstream are subject to a completely different dynamic situation and shear stress. One could well imagine that the protein binding to the liposomes would be very different between an in vitro and an in vivo situation, as suggested by several previous studies [16, 55].

Accordingly, we next wanted to gauge the protein binding to liposomes after passage in the bloodstream of an in vivo system. Consequently, we chose to investigate liposomes recovered after circulation in the bloodstream of mice, as this animal model is commonly used for in vivo studies with liposomes. The mice were injected with 180 μL 20 mM liposome sample (concentration in terms of lipid), yielding a plasma concentration of ~4 mM lipid, estimated using that the average weight of the mice was 19 g and assuming a blood volume of 72 mL/kg mouse and a hematocrit level of 50% [56]. We also injected some mice with 180 μL of a blank PBS sample. After 1 h, the blood of the mice was recovered by cardiac puncture, and the blood cells were pelleted by centrifugation. Since the plasma volumes recovered from the individual mice were too small for the further experiments, a number of pooled plasma samples were prepared using the plasma from four mice treated with the same injectant. Then, the samples were separated using size-exclusion chromatography as in the in vitro study with liposomes.

We estimated the lipid and protein concentration of the collected column fractions using FCS and the micro-BCA assay, respectively. Again, protein concentrations measured using the micro-BCA were corrected for the liposome contribution—that is, the contribution of the lipids and the conjugated antibodies—thus only representing the plasma. Figure 4A,B shows some examples of elution profiles recorded for liposome-containing samples, and Figure 4C shows an example of an elution profile recorded for a blank control sample.

**Figure 4:** Liposomes recovered after in vivo passage in mice. Mice were injected with 180 μL of 20 mM liposome samples (concentration in terms of lipids). For reference, some mice were injected with 180 μL blank samples without any liposomes. After 1 h, the blood from the mice was recovered via cardiac puncture and the blood cells were pelleted by centrifugation. Then, 500 μL of the resulting plasma samples were loaded onto a 1.5×50-cm Sepharose CL-4B size-exclusion chromatography column eluted with ~0.5 mL/min PBS, and 2-min column fractions were
collected. The lipid and protein concentration of the column fractions was determined using FCS and the micro-BCA assay, respectively. (A-C) Examples of size-exclusion chromatography elution profiles for samples with non-targeted liposomes (A) or targeted liposomes (B) or without any liposomes (C). The void volumes are highlighted with a grey area. (D) Total amount of liposome (in terms of lipid) eluting in the void volumes, calculated by summing the lipid amount of the individual void-volume fractions determined by FCS. (E) Total amount of serum protein eluting in the void volumes, calculated by summing the serum protein amount of the individual void-volume fractions determined by the micro-BCA assay. The individual void-volume fractions were pooled and further investigated using a number of techniques: (F) Protein profile of pooled void-volume samples determined by non-reducing SDS-PAGE; for comparison, a sample with pristine targeted liposomes, which had not been exposed to mouse blood, was also investigated. (G) The ten plasma proteins in the pooled void-volume samples with the highest LFQ values in LC-MS/MS. (H,I) Hydrodynamic diameter (H) and fluorescence brightness (I) of the liposomes in the pooled void-volume samples determined by FCS; for comparison, the diameters and brightnesses of pristine liposomes of the same batches were also measured. (J) MFI values of SKBR-3 cells treated for 30 min at 37 °C with 50 µM liposomes (concentration in terms of lipid) from the pooled void-volume samples measured using flow cytometry; for comparison, the MFI values of cells treated with 50 µM pristine liposomes of the same batches were also measured. In panels D, E, and G-J, the data are the average of three separate experiments. The reported error bars/experimental uncertainties represent the standard deviations.

For the elution profiles of the liposome-containing samples, we calculated the total amount of lipid eluting in the void volume by summing the lipid amounts of the individual void-volume fractions determined using FCS. Figure 4D shows the results of this calculation. For the non-targeted liposomes, 1.7 ± 0.2 µmol lipid eluted in the void volume, whereas for the targeted liposomes, 0.8 ± 0.2 µmol lipid eluted in the void volume. The difference between the amount of lipid eluting for the two types of liposomes was related to the fact that the non-targeted liposomes had a longer circulation time than the targeted liposomes in the bloodstream of the mice, possibly because the Fc region of trastuzumab was recognized by various phagocytic immune cells [57]. As a consequence, the lipid concentration of the recovered plasma was 3.7 ± 0.1 mM in the experiments with the non-targeted liposomes and 1.9 ± 0.4 mM in the experiments with the
targeted liposomes, as determined using FCS. Taking this into account, the amount of lipid eluting in the void volumes corresponded to \( \sim 90\% \) of the amount loaded onto the column for the non-targeted liposomes and \( \sim 80\% \) for the targeted liposomes.

For all recorded elution profiles, we also calculated the total amount of plasma proteins eluting in the void volumes by summing the plasma protein amounts of the individual void-volume fractions determined using the micro-BCA assay. Figure 4E shows the results of this calculation. Considering the size of the error bars, there were no significant differences between the amount of plasma protein eluting in the void volumes for the liposome-containing samples compared to the blank samples. Thus—like in the \textit{in vitro} experiment—the micro-BCA assay did not reveal any protein binding to the liposomes. Along the same lines, we also used the Bradford assay to investigate the total amount of plasma protein in the void volumes, but the results of this experiment—shown in Figure S8 in the Supplementary information—did not reveal any protein binding to the liposomes either. Thus, we concluded that a significant amount of unbound plasma particles co-eluted with the liposomes in the void volumes. Incidentally, this conclusion was further corroborated by another observation from the elution profiles of the liposome samples—such as those shown in Figure 4A,B—namely that the liposome peak generally eluted slightly before the plasma protein peak in the void volumes.

Next, we again turned our attention to SDS-PAGE as an alternative technique for detecting protein binding to the liposomes. More specifically, we pooled the individual void-volume fractions of each size-exclusion chromatography run and investigated the pooled samples using non-reducing SDS-PAGE. According to our micro-BCA assay results, we were able to load \( \sim 100 \) ng of plasma proteins onto each gel lane; therefore, we expected to observe a significant number of bands. Figure 4F shows an example of the imaged SDS-PAGE lanes. The blank sample did—contrary to our expectation—not display any clear bands, except for one diffuse band > 200 kDa. This possibly indicated that the proteins in this sample were irreversibly bound in large and complex particles/aggregates, not allowing for well-defined migration patterns or effective staining. In contrast, the liposome samples displayed a significant number of bands: The sample with the targeted liposomes displayed a number of strong bands > 100 kDa and some fainter bands at \( \sim 80 \) kDa and \( \sim 25 \) kDa, which again were ascribed to the antibody conjugated to the liposomes, but in addition, the samples with both the non-targeted and targeted liposomes displayed a number of plasma protein bands, which—because they were not found in the blank
sample—were identified as being plasma proteins bound to the liposomes. The most prominent of these bands was found at $\sim 55$ kDa. The density of the detected plasma protein bands corresponded to $20 \pm 1$ ng protein per lane for the samples with the non-targeted liposomes and $12 \pm 2$ ng protein per lane for the samples with the targeted liposomes. Thus, the plasma proteins detected in the liposome samples only corresponded to $\sim 10$–$20\%$ of the total amount of plasma protein that according to the micro-BCA assay was loaded onto each lane, supporting the conclusion that the majority of the plasma proteins co-eluting with the liposomes in the void volumes on the size-exclusion chromatography columns were not bound to the liposomes but rather incorporated into background plasma particles not detectable by the SDS-PAGE method.

We next investigated the pooled void-volume samples using LC-MS/MS. Figure 4G shows the ten most abundant plasma proteins identified in the samples. The by far most abundant protein in the liposome samples was found to be serum albumin, but in the blank samples, this protein was not even among the ten most abundant proteins. This suggested that serum albumin was the plasma protein with the highest binding to the liposomes. Incidentally, serum albumin displays migration properties corresponding to a protein of $\sim 55$ kDa in non-reducing SDS-PAGE [58]—see also Figure S4—further supporting the notion that this was the plasma protein with the highest binding to the liposomes. It was, however, not possible to unambiguously determine the identity of any other proteins bound to the liposomes. In fact, the liposome samples and the blank samples contained many of the same proteins, further strengthening the conclusion that most of the plasma proteins co-eluting with the liposomes in the void volumes on the size-exclusion chromatography columns were not bound to the liposomes but rather incorporated into plasma particles in the background. In particular, both the liposome samples and the blank samples contained a lot of apolipoproteins, suggesting that some of the plasma background particles were lipoproteins.

Having considered the protein binding to the liposomes, we again also wanted to focus on the properties of the recovered liposomes themselves. Thus, we evaluated the size and fluorescence brightness of the liposomes in the pooled void-volume samples using FCS. As shown in Figure 4H,I, neither the size nor the fluorescence brightness of the liposomes changed upon \textit{in vivo} passage. We also evaluated the ability of the liposomes in the pooled void-volume samples to interact with SKBR-3 cells. As shown in Figure 4J, the non-targeted liposomes completely retained their stealth properties and the targeted liposomes completely retained their HER2 targeting abilities after \textit{in vivo} passage, see also Figure S5. In other words, the liposomes overall
preserved their structural and functional characteristics after circulation in the bloodstream of the mice.

### 3.5 The nature of the protein corona of the recovered liposomes

Protein binding to liposomes recovered after exposure to blood serum or plasma is often quantified via the so-called protein binding value [13, 55], representing the protein mass bound per mol lipid. Accordingly, we next asked ourselves what we could say about the protein binding value of our liposomes.

We first considered the liposomes recovered after *in vitro* incubation in FBS: From the FCS and micro-BCA data in Figure 3D,E, we estimated a serum protein/lipid ratio in the void volume of \( \sim 5 \) g protein per mol lipid for both the non-targeted and targeted liposomes. However, as explained above, much of the protein in the void volume was incorporated into unbound particles in the background. Accordingly, we concluded that the protein binding value was \(< 5\) g protein per mol lipid in these experiments. In reality, it could well be that the protein binding value was much lower than this value, but from our data, it was not possible to judge whether this was the case.

We then went on to consider the liposomes recovered after *in vivo* passage in the bloodstream of mice: From the FCS and micro-BCA data in Figure 4D,E, we calculated a plasma protein/lipid ratio in the void volume of \(12\) g protein per mol lipid for the non-targeted liposomes and \(17\) g protein per mol lipid for the targeted liposomes. Again, however, much of the protein in the void volume was not bound to the liposomes but rather incorporated into unbound particles in the background. Thus, we concluded that the protein binding value was \(< 12\) g protein per mol lipid for the non-targeted liposomes and \(< 17\) g protein per mol lipid for the targeted liposomes.

To further narrow down the protein binding value of the liposomes recovered after *in vivo* passage, we also considered the imaged SDS-PAGE gels, of which one example is shown in Figure 4F. As mentioned above, 20 ng and 12 ng plasma protein was detected in the gel lanes with non-targeted and targeted liposomes, respectively. Given the FCS data in Figure 4D, we calculated that 6.6 nmol and 3.2 nmol lipid was loaded onto the gel lanes with the non-targeted and targeted liposomes, respectively, and based on this, we estimated a plasma protein/lipid ratio of \(3\) g protein per mol lipid for the lanes with non-targeted liposomes and \(4\) g protein per mol lipid for the lanes with targeted liposomes. Since all of the plasma proteins detected in SDS-PAGE was bound to the
liposomes, we were overall able to conclude that the protein binding value was in the range of 3–12 g protein per mol lipid for the non-targeted liposomes and 4–17 g protein per mol lipid for the targeted liposomes. However, it should again be emphasized that the upper range of these intervals likely overestimate the protein binding value due to the unbound background plasma particles co-eluting with the liposomes in the void volumes.

To interpret the meaning of the above protein binding values, we performed a calculation assuming that all of the bound proteins had a molecular weight of 70 kDa—which is a typical molecular weight for blood proteins—and that each liposome was comprised of 250,000 lipids—as estimated above. By these assumptions, we estimated that < 18 proteins bound to both the non-targeted and targeted liposomes recovered after in vitro incubation, between 11–44 proteins bound to the non-targeted liposomes recovered after in vivo passage, and between 14–61 proteins bound to the targeted liposomes recovered after in vivo passage. In other words, it was clear that a fairly low number of proteins were bound per liposome.

We also wanted to estimate the protein surface coverage on the surface of the liposomes. For this calculation, we used that a globular 70 kDa protein typically has a radius of 2.7 nm [59], corresponding to a cross-sectional area of 23 nm$^2$. Given the measured protein/lipid ratios and assuming the cross-sectional area of DSPC and DSPE-PEG2k to be 0.53 nm$^2$ and the cross-sectional area of cholesterol to be 0.22 nm$^2$ [42], we then estimated < 0.8% protein surface coverage for both the non-targeted and targeted liposomes recovered after in vitro incubation, between 0.5–1.9% protein surface coverage for the non-targeted liposomes recovered after in vivo passage, and between 0.6–2.7% protein surface coverage for the targeted liposomes recovered after in vivo passage. Table 3 summarizes the results of the above calculation. The results of the calculation would change slightly if we assumed different protein sizes and/or partial unfolding of the bound proteins, but the overall conclusion was solid: the surface of the recovered liposomes was only sparsely covered with protein.

**Table 3:** Magnitude of the protein corona of the recovered liposomes. The protein binding value was estimated using data from the micro-BCA assay, FCS, and SDS-PAGE. The proteins bound per liposome was estimated by assuming that the mass of all proteins was 70 kDa and that each liposome was comprised of 250,000 lipids. The protein surface coverage was estimated assuming the cross-sectional area of the bound proteins to be 23 nm$^2$, the cross-sectional area of DSPC and
DSPE-PEG2k to be 0.53 nm$^2$, and the cross-sectional area of cholesterol to be 0.22 nm$^2$ [42].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liposome type</th>
<th>Protein binding value</th>
<th>Proteins per liposome</th>
<th>Protein surface coverage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-targeted</td>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>&lt; 18</td>
<td>&lt; 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted</td>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>&lt; 18</td>
<td>&lt; 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-targeted</td>
<td>3–12</td>
<td>11-44</td>
<td>0.5–1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted</td>
<td>4–17</td>
<td>14-61</td>
<td>0.6–2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the liposomes recovered after *in vivo* passage, it was clear that the primary component of the protein corona was the most abundant protein in blood plasma, namely serum albumin. This indicates that protein binding to the liposomes was non-specific, that is, protein binding to the lipid membranes did not occur due to any specific structural motifs of the proteins. Again, however, it should be emphasized that there was only sparse protein binding to the liposomes. In other words, even though serum albumin was the dominant protein in the corona for the liposomes recovered after *in vivo* passage, only $\sim$8–10 albumin molecules were bound per liposome according to our SDS-PAGE results.

The notion of sparse protein binding was further corroborated by the observation that the recovered liposomes completely retained their size, fluorescence properties, and cellular interaction abilities. In other words, there was not enough protein binding to induce any detectable structural or functional perturbations of the liposomes.

The observation that the bound proteins did not compromise the specific receptor targeting abilities of the targeted liposomes was particularly interesting: several previous studies have been concerned with the impact of the protein corona on the targeting abilities of ligand-targeted solid nanoparticles [60], but when it comes to ligand-targeted liposomes—in spite of their high clinical relevance—there are only a few published studies concerned with the effect of the protein corona on their targeting abilities [16, 61, 62]. These studies even reached somewhat contrasting conclusions, implying that more studies on the topic are highly warranted. Accordingly, the findings of the present study are of high relevance as they clearly demonstrate that the proteins bound to the PEGylated stealth liposomes recovered after exposure to blood serum/plasma does not lead to any steric shielding of antibodies conjugated to the liposomal surfaces.

For completeness, it should be mentioned that the present study—in the same way as
previous studies on the protein corona of PEGylated stealth liposomes [13, 16–19, 44, 45, 63]—included a liposome recovery step. By this step, we were able to study the tightly bound proteins—commonly referred to as the hard protein corona [1]. However, we were not able to study more loosely bound proteins—commonly referred to as the soft protein corona [1]—as these proteins would have been washed away during the recovery step. In principle, we can not rule out that a comprehensive soft protein corona existed around our liposomes. On the other hand, several pieces of information indicate that this is not the case. Firstly, we performed an additional experiment to study the association of the liposomes to SKBR-3 cells in cell medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS. The results of this experiment, shown in Figure S9 in the Supplementary information, demonstrate that the non-targeted liposomes did still not associate with the cells under these conditions, whereas the targeted liposomes largely retained their targeting abilities. In other words, if a soft protein corona was formed by the FBS, it was not sufficiently extensive that it induced much change in the receptor-interaction properties of the liposomes. Secondly, we recently studied the binding of human serum albumin to PEGylated phosphatidylcholine-based liposomes using FCS [32]. This method does not require a separation step and thereby allows for studying both tightly and loosely bound proteins [64], but nonetheless, we only detected sparse protein binding to the liposomes. Likewise, no other researchers have to our knowledge been able to demonstrate any clear indications of a soft protein corona around PEGylated stealth liposomes. Consequently, the existence of a soft corona around such liposomes remains speculative.

3.6 Methodological aspects of studying the hard protein corona of liposomes

Some previous studies have—in agreement with our results—reported a protein binding value of \( \sim 5–15 \text{ g protein per mol lipid} \) for PEGylated stealth liposomes [13, 44]. However, several recent studies have reported a somewhat higher protein binding value of \( \sim 20–40 \text{ g protein per mol lipid} \) [45, 63] or a much higher protein binding value \( > 100 \text{ g protein per mol lipid} \) [16, 17] or even \( > 1000 \text{ g protein per mol lipid} \) [22]. Yet others have reported protein binding without determining the protein binding value [18, 21]. Altogether, these results have lead to significant confusion about the properties of the protein corona around PEGylated stealth liposomes. It cannot be ruled out that these varying results have to do with subtle differences in the liposome formulation procedures, incubation conditions, serum or plasma sources, or animal models between the
individual studies [65]. On the other hand, the varying results also stress the necessity for understanding the impact of the chosen methodology on the obtained results.

In the present study, we did a methodological observation worth highlighting: Using size-exclusion chromatography as the method for recovering liposomes from blood serum or plasma—perhaps the most commonly used recovery method [16, 17, 22, 44, 45, 63]—we found that some blood particles, such as lipoproteins and protein aggregates, were sufficiently big that they were co-recovered with the liposomes. These proteinaceous particles gave a significant contribution to various methods commonly used for evaluating the protein corona, for example, the micro-BCA assay and LC-MS/MS. If great care is not taken, researchers using size-exclusion chromatography as the recovery method could thus by mistake ascribe unbound proteins in the background to the corona. Incidentally, it should be noted that other methods commonly used for recovering liposomes from blood serum or plasma—such as spin column methods [13, 55] and centrifugation [18, 66, 67]—may potentially be prone to the same issues; that is, from a theoretical point of view, certain blood particles are of a size and/or density that they will be co-recovered with the liposomes [46]. Thus, it may be that researchers applying these recovery methods also have to take the background into account when interpreting their results.

4 Conclusions

There is currently some uncertainty about the magnitude of the protein corona forming around PEGylated stealth liposomes circulating in the bloodstream. However, the data contained in the present paper unambiguously and robustly point to the conclusion that the hard protein corona on such liposomes recovered after exposure to blood serum or plasma is sparse, that is, only a very small fraction of the liposomal surface area is covered with protein. In agreement with this, the bound proteins do not impact the structure of the liposomes, nor do they compromise the specific receptor targeting abilities of the liposomes if the liposomes are functionalized with an antibody.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified protein</th>
<th>LFQ (a.u.)</th>
<th>% of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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<td>3.2±0.3×10⁸</td>
<td>8.8±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Apolipoprotein E</td>
<td>2.5±0.7×10⁸</td>
<td>6.9±2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Apolipoprotein A-I</td>
<td>2.0±0.3×10⁸</td>
<td>5.6±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 14</td>
<td>1.5±1.5×10⁸</td>
<td>3.8±3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hemoglobin fetal subunit beta</td>
<td>1.5±0.1×10⁸</td>
<td>4.0±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Apolipoprotein B-100</td>
<td>1.4±0.0×10⁸</td>
<td>3.8±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1</td>
<td>1.2±0.4×10⁸</td>
<td>3.1±0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Hemoglobin subunit alpha</td>
<td>1.1±0.2×10⁸</td>
<td>3.1±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Integrin alpha-lib</td>
<td>1.1±0.1×10⁸</td>
<td>3.0±0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 5</td>
<td>1.1±0.7×10⁸</td>
<td>2.7±1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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